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[1] = Inertia matrix with respected to theBframe.
[R1(y)[R2(6)},[R3(Ø)]= Single axis rotation matrices.
[TA!]= Body to sensor transformation matrix of the
thaccelerometer.
[TG]= Body to sensor transformation matrix of theithgyroscope.
[T,BJ= Inertial to body transformation matrix.
[TL']= Line of sight to inertial reference frame transformation matrix.
A = Relative acceleration matrix.
A = Command acceleration.
ACL= Acceleration command vector in the line of sight frame.
A ,A,A= Components of command acceleration in theBframe.
= Horizontal and vertical command accelerations.
= IMU reading of acceleration of point S.
, a, =Components of acceleration of theithaccelerometer in the
ithsensor
frame.
a,.= Sensor bias of the
jthaccelerometer.
af = Sensor noise of theithaccelerometer.
aix ='Aicomponent of acceleration of theithaccelerometer.
a, = Components of acceleration of theaccelerometer in the
computational frame.â,,â, ,â= Components ofIMyin theBframe.
B = Body reference frame.
C = Computational frame.
CDD= Fin cant roll moment aerodynamic coefficient.
C ,C= 'AiandKAIcross axis sensitivity of theithaccelerometer.
=JandKAIcross axis sensitivity of the
jthgyroscope.
C,= Roll damping aerodynamic coefficient.
CMQ= Pitch damping aerodynamic coefficient.
CNA= Normal force aerodynamic coefficient.
C,0= Zero yaw axial force aerodynamic coefficient.
C2= Yaw axial force aerodynamic coefficient.
D = Rocket reference diameter.
eruREs= Trajectory tracking window size.
,e, e.= Components of trajectory error in the B frame.
G = Sensitivity matrix.
g = Gravitational constant.
I = Inertial reference frame.
,J ,K1= Unit vectors of the intermediate frame 1.
'2' j2 K2= Unit vectors of the intermediate frame 2.
'Aj'AiKA= Unit vectors of the
thaccelerometer frame.'B'B,KB= Unit vectors of the body reference frame.
1i = Unit vectors of the computational plane.
'Gi'Gi'= Unit vectors of the
thgyroscope frame.
I, ,J,,K,= Unit vectors of the I frame.
'T'T'KT= Unit vectors of the target frame.
K,, K2= Parabolic constants.
L, M, N= Total applied moments about rocket mass center.
LJ,MJ,NJ= Moments from lateral pulse jet forces.
LJA,MUA,NUA= Moments from unsteady air loads.
LR ,MR ,NR= Moments from main rocket thrusts.
LSA,MSA,NSA= Moments from steady air loads.
1 = Number of cluster groups of accelerometers in the sensor fusion method.
M = Matrix contains angular velocities and angular acceleration in the
computational plane.
m = Mass of the rocket.
N'= Proportional navigation constant.
n, = Number of individual lateral pulse jets.
RYjRzi=ithmain rocket motor direction cosines in theBframe.
p, q, r = Components of the angular velocity vector of the projectile in theB
frame.
p, q, 1 = Components of estimated angular rate in the computational plane.,,= Components of IMU reading of rocket angular rate in theBframe.
R = Matrix contains relative position of accelerometers in the computational
plane.
RpT= Magnitude of the distance from the projectile to the target.
F,, F7 = Positions of the target and the projectile in the I frame.
= Distance vector from qto /3 inBframe.
S = Location of inertial measurement unit (IMU).
T =time constant.
thlateral pulse jet thrust.
TR main rocket motor thrust.
Time of the most recent pulse jet firing.
U = Vector contains components of input acceleration in accelerometers.
u, v, w = Components of the velocity vector of the mass center of the projectile
body in theBframe.
UA ,VA, WA= Components of the relative aerodynamic velocity of the mass center of
the projectile expressed in theBframe.
UL,VLWL= Components of rocket velocity in the line of sight frame.
1'y = Estimated velocity of the rocket at IMU location in theBframe.
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X, Y, Z = Total applied force components in the body reference frame.
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x2,= Geometric distance of the computational plane.
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Xe.,Yc' z. = Components of the command trajectory in the I frame.
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VA = Magnitude of the relative aerodynamic velocity vector of the mass center
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V.= Rocket closing velocity.
VMW O= Magnitude and wind factor of the mean atmospheric wind expressed in
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= Pulse jet firing duration.
AtTHRES= Minimum required elapsed time between successive pulse jet firing.
Fe e= Magnitude and phase angle of the error in the off-axis plane of the rocket.
/3,= Locations of accelerometers in the body.
= Angular acceleration of the body reference frame with respect to the
inertial reference frame.a.= Components of estimated angular acceleration in the computational
plane.
THRES= Pulse jet angle threshold.
0,6,= Euler roll, pitch and yaw angles of the projectile.
,0,= Estimated Euler roll, pitch, and yaw angles of the rocket.
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A, 2= Line of sight angle and its time derivative.
p = Air density.
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iX°- = Components of angular velocity of the
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thsensor
frame.
= 'Ajcomponent of angular velocity of thegyroscope.
= Sensor bias of the
thgyroscope.
= Sensor noise of theithgyroscope.LATERAL PULSE JET CONTROL
OF A DIRECT FIRE ATMOSPHERIC ROCKET
USING AN INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT SENSOR SYSTEM
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Direct fire rockets are categorized as missiles that are directed at a target
that is visible to the firing unit using the target as a point of aim. These weapons
are relatively inexpensive and are launched from fixed and rotary wing aircraft as
well as ground based launchers.Direct fire rockets are commonly used on the
battlefield.Unfortunately these projectiles exhibit high impact point dispersion,
even at relatively short range, and as such have been employed as area weapons.
Because direct fire rockets exit the launcher with low velocity, any aerodynamic
disturbances presented to the rocket near the launcher create relatively large angles
of attack, leading to large aerodynamic jump and increased target dispersion.
Furthermore, main rocket motor thrust during the initial portion of flight tends to
amplify the effect of initial transverse and angular velocity perturbations on
dispersion. The integrated effect over the trajectory of initial disturbances as the
rocket enters atmospheric flight and high sensitivity to atmospheric disturbances all
lead to large impact point dispersion.
Increased design requirements being placed on direct fire ammunition,
including direct fire rockets, call for surgical removal of select targets on the
battlefield. Economic realities now stipulate that improved capability be delivered
at reduced unit cost.Small, rugged, and inexpensive microelectromechanical
sensors (MEMS) coupled to a suitable and inexpensive control mechanism offer the
potential to meet these increasingly stringent design requirements. A potential
control mechanism that is small, durable, and can be located in close proximity to2
the sensor suite is a lateral pulse jet ring mounted forward on the rocket body. The
pulse jet ring consists of a finite number of individual pulse jets. Each pulse jet on
the ring imparts a single, short duration, large force to the rocket in the plane
normal to the rocket axis of symmetry.The diagram of the described potential
improved rocket is shown in Figure 1.1.
Pop Out Array of MEM
Fins Accelerometers
Figure 1.1 Configuration of a direct fire rocket with lateral pulse jets and
accelerometer-based IMU.
An essential factor in realization of a flight control system is accuracy of the
sensor system.Flight control systems in guided missiles incorporate an Inertial
Navigation System (INS) or Inertial Measurement Unit (TIN4U) to estimate position
and orientation of the missile over the engagement trajectory.Conventional
accelerometers and rate gyroscopes coupled with associated signal processing make
current commercial IMU systems too costly for application to future inexpensive
actively controlled direct fire rockets. However, recent development of small and
rugged microelectromechanical sensors (MEMS) offer the potential solution toemploy active flight control systems onboard medium and even small caliber
projectiles in a fiscally acceptable manner.
This thesis develops a flight control system for a direct fire rocket equipped
with a ring of lateral pulse jets and an IMU. The works seeks to reduce dispersion
of an atmospheric rocket using a flight control system specialized to a latarel pulse
jet control mechanism. Pulse jet firing logic is engaged when the tracking enors
exceed a specific threshold. Parametric trade studies that consider the effect of the
number of pulse jets, pulse jet impulse, and tracking window size on impact point
dispersion using different guidance schemes are reported.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review of relevant
literature.The development of a mathematical model for a direct fire rocket is
described in Chapter 3.This model is deployed in all simulation studies in this
thesis. The model of a traditional IMU is described in Chapter 4. Also, Chapter 4
describes a new IMU concept that consists of a set of MEMs linear accelerometers
and no angular rate sensors. Chapter 5 develops a trajectory tracking flight control
system for the lateral pulse jet controlled rocket.Results using the proposed
control system are compared to a proportional navigation guidance control.
Parametric trade studies for the lateral pulse jet control system are reported in
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 provides the conclusions to the thesis.CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Missile Control Systems
Various control mechanisms have been developed for tactical missiles.
Example systems include aerodynamic control, thrust vector control, and gas jet
injection control.
Standard aerodynamic control achieves required maneuver ability through
fin movement. Fin rotation induces aerodynamic lift to the body, causing a change
in the total body force vector (Garnell, 1980). Limitations for fin actuator control
of a direct fire rocket include the response time due to delay between the command
and execution,as well as maneuverability when dynamic pressure is low
(Champigny and Lakau, 1994). A complicated mechanism is also required to
stabilize theroll channel before correction from the fins can be acheived
(Blakelock, 1991).
Another control mechanism is thrust vector control in which the direction of
the efflux from the propulsion motor is altered. The mechanism behind the thrust
direction controller can be a gimbaled motor, a flexible nozzle, moving vans, or gas
injection into the motor venturi (Gilman, 1971; Garnell, 1980).This system is
attractive in its ability to rapidly turnover which is required in some applications
such as in a vertical launch from the ground or a submarine. The thrust vector
control system is also insensitive to aerodynamic pressure. However its high cost
and complexity are severe limitations, particular for a low cost direct fire rocket.5
Lateral pulse jet provides another possible solution as a direct fire rocket
control mechanism.This control mechanism is attractive due to low dynamic
pressure maneuverability. The lateral pulse jet mechanism consists of a ring of
small thrusters mounted near the nose of the rocket.Each thruster on the ring
imparts a single, short duration, large lateral force to the rocket. Design of a lateral
pulse jet flight control system simplifies to determining the firing time for each
thruster. A significant body of literature has amassed in the area of aerodynamics
of a gas jet injected through the side wall of the missile to the high speed external
air flow. The force amplification factor is defined as the upstream interaction force
plus the jet thrust normalized by the vacuum thrust of a sonic jet (Spaid, 1975).
The force amplification factor is a function of Reynolds and Mach number as well
as the body angle of attack.Jet interaction effect are summarized by Champigny
and Lakau (1994). An experimental study of a lateral sonic gas jet into a Mach 13
airstream was conducted by Reiecke (1975).The results showed that the jet
behaved as a point source and that the nozzle cross-section shape was unimportant.
Spaid and Zukoski (1968) conducted an experiment on sonic jet interaction of a gas
jet through a transverse slot nozzle into a supersonic external flow (Spaid and
Zukoski, 1968). The study concludes that the amplification factor is relatively
insensitive to variations in the external flow Mach number and variations in
injectant gas properties.It was later confirmed by the study in two dimensional jet
interaction at high Reynolds and Mach numbers (Spaid 1975). An experiment by
Gilman (1971) indicated that the force amplification factor depends on the missile
configuration.The results show that a fin configuration rocket has higher
amplification factor than that of the body without fins (Gilman, 1971). Srivastava
(1997) used computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to study of lateral jet interactions
in variety of conditions including Mach number, angle of attack, and missile
configuration.The results showed good agreement between computational and
experimental results for the normal force and pitching moment of a lateral jet on a
supersonic missile. Later, Srivastava (1997, 1998, 1999) showed that lateral thrustjet effectiveness diminished as jet thrust is gradually rolled toward the windward
side of the missile (Srivastava, 1997, 1998, 1999).Brandeis and Gill (1998)
showed the effect of missile configuration on the relationships between the force
amplification factor, Mach number and angle of attack. This investigation showed
that jet force amplification is strongly dependant on the size and location of lifting
surfaces of the missile and that jet force amplification is inversely proportional to
jet pressure (Brandeis and Gill, 1998). The effect of the angle of attack on the force
amplification factor at various Mach numbers in is compared with the experiment
by Kurita, Okada, and Nakamura (2001). It was found that at high angle of attack
there is the possibility that the pressure decreases largely due to vortices produced
behind the jet separation shock (Kurita, Okada, and Nakamura, 2001).
The use of lateral pulse jets to improve target dispersion performance has
been investigated by Harkins and Brown (1999). They used a set of lateral pulse
jets to eliminate the off-axis angular rate of the projectile just after exiting the
launcher. For the notional concepts considered, dispersion was reduced by a factor
of four (Harkins and Brown, 1999). Lateral pulse jet is attractive in its simplicity
for installation and deployment. In this thesis, a simplified model of the pulse jet is
considered.
2.2 Guidance Systems
Missile guidance technology has been long developed but mostly for
missiles that require commanded acceleration for feedback forces and moments.
Such systems are typically configured with aerodynamic fins or with thrust vector
control. Two classes of algorithms have emerged, Bank-to-Turn (BTT), and Skid-
to-Turn (STT) (Redriquez and Sonne, 1997). The most widely used algorithms for
generating acceleration commands is proportional navigation guidance (PNG).
This algorithm determines commanded acceleration for the missile in proportion to7
target maneuver acceleration.It requires knowledge of the position between the
missile and the target.Line of sight (LOS) is formed between these two points
implying desired direction of the missile.Rate of change of the LOS frame
provides command acceleration that creates feedback to the fin actuator (Zarchan,
1990).Many improvements in this method have been developed including
switching of guidance to account for nonlinearity of the system and variability of
target maneuver (Shin, 1997;Kuo and Chiou, 2000; Liaw, Liang, and Cheng,
2000). Other missile guidance system that can be an alternative to the proportional
navigation system is the use of H0. controller design (Wang, Xie, and Zhong, 1997).
The lateral pulse jet control mechanism falls into the category of an impulse control
mechanism. This is in contrast to the vast majority of flight control mechanisms,
such as for example, deflecting fins that continuously generate a control force to
track a specific trajectory. While highly developed techniques such as Proportional
Navigation Guidance (PNG) are well known in missile guidance where continuous
control is available, few have focused attention on the use of impulse control
mechanisms, particularly for direct fire rockets.Harkins and Brown (1999)
developed a simple control scheme to reduce dispersion of a direct fire rocket
which only required angular rate feedback.For the example configuration
considered, impact point dispersion was reduced by a factor of four (Harkins and
Brown, 1999).Jitpraphai and Costello (2001) studied the same problem using a
trajectory tracking flight control law which required an Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU). Rocket dispersion was reduced by as much as a factor of 100, depending
on the lateral pulse jet configuration (Jitpraphai and Costello, 2001). Cause and El-
Shirbiny (2001) developed a lateral pulse jet control law for a spin stabilized gun
launched projectile based on proportional navigation guidance, but modified to
account for trajectory bending due to gravity (Calise and El-Shirbiny, 2001).2.3 Determination of An2ular Velocity and Annular Acceleration
The flight control system requires knowledge of rocket position and
orientation that is determined on the projectile using the IMU. The computational
algorithm in the IMU demands linear acceleration as well as angular rates as input.
A wide variety of sensor technologies are used to sense these quantities such as,
linearaccelerometers,magneticrollsensors,tuningforkgyroscopes,
magnetohydrodynamic angular rate sensors, and diaphragm strain gage surface
pressure sensors, to name a few (Davis, 1996; David, Harlems, and Burkey, 1997;
D'Amico,1998).Severalstudies have been conducted regarding potential
performance improvementsinlarge,medium, and smallcaliberprojectile
performance that utilize some form of an active flight control system (Costello,
1999; Costello and Agarwalla, 2000; Harkins and Brown, 1999; Harkins, 1999).
The potential performance enhancements are significant.However, for practical
design implementation, the sensors must be highly cost competitive so that the
sensor suite does not dominate the cost of the entire projectile, which is of course a
one-time use item. While MEMS technology is rapidly changing with innovative
sensor configurations regularly entering the market, currently linear accelerometers
are by far the least expensive and most developed devices.
Rigid body kinematics provide a link between linear acceleration, angular
velocity, and angular acceleration that can be exploited in an IMU. Since angular
velocity and angular acceleration are body properties and linear acceleration is a
point property, the linear acceleration at several points on a rigid body can be used
to compute the angular velocity and acceleration of the body (Ginsberg, 1995).
Several algorithms have been developed for different applications. For example,
Padgaonkar, Krieger,and King (1975) used ninesingleaxisacceleration
measurements at four different non-coplanar points to compute angular velocity
and acceleration components (Padgaonkar, Krieger, and King, 1975).Merhav
described the possibility of using triaxial accelerometers to construct a low costIMU that can function like a more expensive iNS (Merhav, 1982). Errors due to
sampling,accelerometernoise,nonlinearity,misalignment,andcross-axis
sensitivity can be avoided by using signal separation technique. Nusholtz (1993)
proposed a method based on spherical geometric analysis. Using the properties of
acceleration components on a sphere the method determines both angular velocity
and angular acceleration with three triaxial accelerometers (Nusholtz, 1993). A
methodology using six linear accelerometers in the determination of an angular
acceleration is developed by Chen, Lee, and Debra, (1992). A cube construction of
these accelerometers where sensors are placed at the center of each face of the cube
is used.The results are comparable to the traditional method using nine
accelerometers. Genin, Hong, and Xu (1997) proposed an alternative configuration,
using an array of nine linear accelerometers (Genin, Hong, and Xu, 1997). The
study emphasized using the invertiblity of a matrix of sensor locations to prove that
the minimum number of nine sensors is necessary.Harkins and Brown (1998)
explored the use of four single axis linear accelerometers aligned with the body
axis of a projectile to compute angular velocity and acceleration (Harkins and
Brown, 1998).When applied to a directfire atmospheric rocket,digital
accelerometer output at 16-bit resolution was necessary.Costello and Jitpraphai
(2000) developed a method using clusters of three, triaxial axis accelerometers to
compute the angular rates and accelerations.In contrast to those algorithms that
require placements of sensors in specific configuration, this proposed method
utilizes a general non-coplanar placement of 3 triaxial accelerometers to estimate
the angular rate and acceleration (Costello and Jitpraphai, 2001).CHAPTER 3
ROCKET DYNAMIC MODEL
3.1 Coordinate Systems
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Two coordinate systems are defined in the description of the rocket
dynamic model. The inertial reference frame(I ,J,,K,)is defined to be fixed to
the surface of the Earth.The unit vector I,lies in the x direction and points
downrange andJ,lies in the y direction and points cross range. A plane formed by
the I, andJ,vectors are parallel to the Earth's surface. The unit vectorK, is
perpendicular to this plane and points down into the ground.Since most
atmospheric rockets spin rapidly during flight, a rotating frame is defined to be
fixed to the rocket body. A body reference frame('B'B'KB)is defined such that
its origin is located at the mass center of the rocket and the'Baxis is directed
along the rocket's axis of symmetry and points toward the nose.This body
reference frame rotates with the rocket. When all body orientation angles equal
zero, the body and inertial reference frame unit vectors are aligned.
3.2 Euler Angle Transformation
The relationships between the inertial reference frame and the body
reference frame unit vectors is described using the aerospace convention for
defining Euler angles (Etkin, 1972; Ginsberg, 1995). It proceeds with sequences of
body-fixed rotations as shown in Figure 3.1.11
Rotation Rotation Rotation
Figure 3.1 Sequence of Euler's Angles Transformation.
The transformation from the inertial reference frame to intermediate frame 1
(11,J1,K1)is defined by Equation (3.1).
c,s,o I,
1,=[R1(yi)}J,= sw,c,0J, (3.1)
0 0 1K,
In Equation (3.1), short hand notation for trigonometric sine and cosine is
employed: c,cos(ip ), s,sin(ii). The rotation matricesR2(6) andR3 (0)are
the transformation from intermediate frame 1 to intermediate frame 2 and from
intermediate frame 2 to body fixed reference frame, respectively.These
transformations are defined by Equation (3.2) and (3.3).
'2 [' C90s9
'2=[R2(e)i,=0 10J (3.2)
K2 S90 c9K
'B 112 100 12
"B_II1?3(0)] 2 0 C0 S0"2 (3.3)
0 S0C0K212
By directsubstitution,overall transformation can be determined by
Equation (3.4).An expansion of the result yields the transformation from the
inertial reference frame to the body reference frame as shown in Equation (3.5).
'B [II
=[R3(Ø)IR2(e)IR1o,i) .)J
'B C9C,
"B= SØSOCW Cl,Sy,SbSGSy/ +CØCy1
'B CSBCi;it+SøSwCSS,S0Cw
3.3 Direct Fire Rocket Dynamic Model
(3.4)
so II
5'9i,=[T1'i, (35)
cqce
A fin stabilized rocket with thrust propulsion is modeled as a rigid body
described by six degrees of freedom.A schematic of the direct fire rocket
configuration with major elements of the system identified is shown in Figure 3.2.
Main Rocket
Motor
Pop Out
Fins/
KB
Lateral Pulse
Jet Ring
0,
ifhp1Jet
5KB2+
.7
Figure 3.2 Schematic of a Direct Fire Rocket with a Lateral Pulse Jets13
The six degrees of freedom include three position components of the mass
center of the rocket as well as three Euler orientation angles of the body. The
equations of motion are provided in Equations (3.6) through (3.9) (Gast, Morris,
and Costello, 2000; Costello and Anderson, 1996).
Ic0c,S0S6C11-00S,CØSGCW+SØSWU
c9s, s0s9s111+c0c,c0s9s,s0c,v (3.6)
±so søco ccg w
ç 1 s0t6 ct9p
0 = 0 c0 -S0 q (3.7)
b 0s/c9c/c6r
X/m 0r q u
= Y/m r0 p v (3.8)
ii Z/mq p 0w
p L0 r q [p
=[iJ' M r0 p [I]q (3.9)
r Nq p 0 [r
Equation (3.6) represents the translational kinematic differential equations
that describe the relationship of the time derivative of the mass center position and
the mass center velocity components. Equation (3.7) is the rotational kinematic
differential equations that relate the time derivatives of the Euler's angles with the
rocket's angular velocity components.Equations(3.8) and (3.9)are the
translational kinetic differential equations and the rotational kinetic differential
equations described in the body reference frame.
The applied loads appearing in Equation (3.8) contains contributions from
rocket weight, [Xw Yw, Z]T, air loads,[XA, YAZA]T, main rocket thrust,[XR, YR,
ZR]T,and lateral pulse jet forces, [Xi, Yj, Zj]T.14
XX XA XRX
(3.10)
Z Z ZA ZR Z
The applied moments about the rocket mass center contains contributions
from steady air loads,ELSA, MSA,NSA]T, unsteady air loads,[LUA MUA,NUA}T, main
rocket thrust,[LR MR,NR]T, and lateral pulse jet forces,[Lj, M, N]T.
L LSA LUA LR
M=MSA+MUA+MR+ M (3.11)
N NSA NUA NRN
The following subsections develop the functional forms of these applied
external loads.
3.3.1 Weight Force
Since the translational kinetic equations are written in the rocket body
reference frame, the weight alongK1must be transformed to the body frame. The
rocket weight contribution is given by Equation(3.12).
x 10 -S9
'w=[Tt0=mg s0c9
Z mg cc9
(3.12)
When the rocket motors are active, the mass of the rocket is updated
continuously.15
3.3.2 Aerodynamic Forces and Moments
The integrated effect of surface tractions on the rocket caused by air in the
atmospheric is modeled as a point force which depends on Mach number at the
mass center of the rocket and the aerodynamic angle of attack of the rocket. The
formula for the aerodynamic force is given by Equation (3.13).
XA
'A=_pV,D2 CNAVA/VA (3.13)
ZA CNAWAIVA
The steady state air load moment is the cross product between the distance vector
from the mass center to the center of pressure (COP) and the steady air load, as
shown in Equation (3.14).
I LA 1 [0 r ry 1IXA 1
M=r 0 r A (3.14)
LNAJ[- r r 0
j J
The unsteady body aerodynamic moment provides a damping source for
projectile angular motion and is given by Equation (3.15).
LUA
MUA =pVD
NUA
CDD
pDCJ.
2VA
qDCQ
2VA
rDCMQ
2VA
(3.15)16
The center of pressure location and all aerodynamic coefficients depend on
local Mach number. Computationally, they are computed by linear interpolation of
a table of data corresponding to different Mach numbers. The air velocity of the
mass center of the rocket includes contributions from inertial motion of the rocket
and atmospheric mean wind. The mean atmospheric wind acts in the horizontal
plane and is directed at an angleMWfrom the I, axis. Equation(3.16)provides
an expression for the aerodynamic velocity experienced by the mass center that
includes body motion and mean atmospheric wind.
UA U CeC
VA= V + SØSgCVICSYI
WAW C0SC,+S0S,
s9VMWcW
s0s9s+c0c,sc9VMwS,
cøsaswsøcwcøce 0
(3.16)
As shown in Equation(3.16),the magnitude of the atmospheric mean wind
velocity is a function of projectile altitude.
VMW°636619MWtan
1\l000J
(3.17)
3.3.3 Main Rocket Motor Thrust Forces and Moments
The main rocket motor increases the velocity of the rocket by providing
high thrust levels during the initial portion of the trajectory.In some direct fire
rocket designs, the exhaust nozzle contains several flutes such that the exiting flow
is turned which causes, in aggregate, a rolling moment. To account for this effect,
the main rocket motor is considered to be a set of four smaller rocket motors that
act as point forces on the body. The position and thrust orientation of each small
rocket motor on the body are determined to match known inertial properties before17
and after burn and to match a specified roll time trace.Equation 8 provides the
main rocket motor force formula.
IXR1 1n1
4
R=TRnRyI
LZR j
'
LnRZ, J
(3.18)
In Equation (3.18), the thrust amplitude profile,TR,is a known function of
time. The thrust moments are the sum of the cross products between the distances
from the mass center to individual force points (R,) and the individual thrust forces.
LR
4 0
MR 4TRr
NR ry
r
CG-R- RX
0 r RYj
rx 0 RZ1
3.3.4 Lateral Pulse Jet Forces and Moments
(3.19)
The lateral pulse jet forces act around the pulse jet ring as shown in Figure
(3.2). The pulse jet ring is located on the skin of the projectile and near the nose of
the rocket.Individual pulse jets are uniformly distributed azimuthally around the
lateral pulse jet ring. A key feature of the pulse jet configuration considered here is
that each pulse jet can be fired only once. Since the lateral pulse jets are active over
a very short duration of time when compared to the time scale of a complete rocket
trajectory, the thrust force is modeled as a constant when active.Also, since by
definition a lateral pulse jet acts in theBandKBplane, the'Bcomponent of the
lateral pulse jet force is zero. Equation (3.20) provides the lateral pulse jet force
formula.II
xi o
Y =T, cos(Ø) (3.20)
z1 'in()
where
27i(i-1) -. . .1/i = Angle betweenBaxis and the ipulse jet.
ni
The pulse jet moment is the sum of the products between the distances from
the mass center to individual pulse jets.
L 0r r 0 i ZCG.J
M1 r 0-rxcos(Ø) (3.21)
N
i=1 r 0 sin (ç)19
CHAPTER 4
INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT DYNAMIC MODEL
The purpose of the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is to estimate the state
of rocket during flight using sensor measurements provided by three linear
accelerometers and three rate gyros. Consider an IMU located at a point S on the
rocket as shown in Figure 4.1.
i1i-LuJ
III± 0
S
Figure 4.1 Schematic Diagram of IMU Mounted in the Rocket.
The sensitive axes of the IMU are aligned to the body reference frame.
ThereforetheIMUobtainsaninertialreadingofacceleration
a// = 'B + B+ KBandthereadinginangularrates,
P'B + + Kfl,with all quantities expressed in the body reference frame. The
superscript(A)denotes that the quantity is measured or estimated using sensor data.
Estimation of the IMU location in inertial space can be obtained by integrating the
translational kinematic equations.20
CC S;SoCylCc;S 14s
5'= csss,c1j.i) (4.1)
2s scô cc
Integration of the rotational kinematic equation yields estimations of the Euler
angles of the rocket.
1 Sc?;tÔ CØt9 /3
0 = 0cs (4.2)
/f 0S/CC/Cr
The kinematic formulas for the acceleration of point on a rotating body
yield differential equations for the velocity components of the IMU point with
respect to the inertial reference frame expressed in the rocket body coordinate
system.
l,, 1 1[ 0 ?
I
1
vs/I=aYs/i
H
0 (4.3)
[1s/!j[az,, j Lq 0
J
The set of Equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) provide differential equations
which when integrated, provide an estimate of the rocket position and orientation
which can be used for the flight control.21
4.1 Conventional Acceleration and Annular Velocity Measurement
The acceleration of a sensor point, S1,located on the rocket body with
respect to inertial space can be computed at any time instant using the state of the
rocket and its time derivatives.
asii =aXSIB +aJ8 +aZSKR (4.4)
a [U
= i+[zvIv +[M]rycc (4.5)
ii'
where,
o r q
[N]=r0 p
q p 0
q2r2 pqa pr+cx
[M1= pq+crp2r2 qra
prc% qr+cXp2q2
Since accelerometers are seismic devices, gravity is not included in the raw
measurement and must be subtracted for processing measurements. The measured
acceleration at the location of the IMU, or point S1,is the combination of the actual
acceleration and the acceleration due to the gravity, as shown in Equation (4.6).
[u [r sg
=i'+[N}v +[MIIrYCGS scg (4.6)
L'zCGSccg22
The differential equations for theIMUrequire measurement of the
translational acceleration of the IMU and angular velocity of the rocket, both with
respect to inertial space. Data acquisition is typically implemented with 3 single
axis accelerometers and 3 single axis gyros embedded inside theIMUsystem.In
practice, however, the signals from these sensors is distorted by various disturbance
sources, including noise,bias, cross axissensitivity, and misalignment. To
accurately model the actual signal output by a sensor, consider one sensor which is
located at a point, S,. A sensor reference frame ('J, Ks,)is associated with
each individual sensor such that the sensor frame origin is located at the sensor
point, S, and is aligned such that the I axis is directed along the sensitive axis of
the sensor. The transformation from the body reference frame to the sensor frame
for each individual sensor is defined by a matrix [T ] as shown in Equation (4.7).
18
ii=[TSJB
Ji 1KB
(4.7)
Six sensor coordinate systems are utilized corresponding to the axis systems
of the linear accelerometers and three rate gyroscopes contained in theIMU.The
subscripts for the sensors are A], A2, A3, Gi, G2, and G3, respectively. With an
assumption that the alignment of the sensor reference frames and the body frame
are perfect, the detailed definitions of these matrices for all individual sensors are
presented in Equations (4.8) to (4.13).
'A! [YB
100'B
Al=[TAjJB= 0 10Jfi (4.8)
'CAl [KB 00 1KB23
11A21
IIB1ro 1 O1IIB1
A2=[TA2JR=1 00HB (4.9)
[2J [8J[o0l]KBJ
1'Bro01111B
"A3_{TA3} B=J 100
I8 (4.10)
[A3J [8J[o1oj[8J
11B1 fli0 O1IIB1
GJ=[TGlJB=o IH8 (4.11)
LGlJ [BJ[o0
11G21 1181ro I0111B1
G2TG2JB=-100HJB (4.12)
[kG2j [Bj[o0
[1G31 1181ro 0111181
G3=TG3JB10OHJB (4.13)
[G3J[8j[o10][Bj
In addition to recording the actual acceleration at the sensor point along the
sensitive axis, the signals from the accelerometers contain noise, sensor bias, and
cross axis sensitivity. Furthermore, the sensor axis may be misaligned. Moreover,
the component of the gravity load on the proof mass inside the accelerometer
contributes to the accelerometer signal output. Thus, the output of each single axis
linear accelerometer within the IMU is given in Equations(4.14)through(4.16).
=a+a1+a1 +a1C+a1C1+s9g (4.14)
a2X =ax +a+a2 +a2C+a2Cs0c9g (4.15)
a3 =a +a+a3 +a3C1 +a3C c0c9g (4.16)24
In Equations (4.14) through (4.16), arepresents sensor noise of theih
accelerometer which is modeled as an independent Gaussian random variable, a
represents bias of the
thaccelerometer which is assumed constant throughout a
trajectory, C,represents the Across axis sensitivity of the ii" accelerometer,
while Crepresent theKAcross axis sensitivity of the
thaccelerometer. Both
cross axis sensitivity constants are assumed to be constant throughout a trajectory.
The component of the acceleration of the i" sensor point with respect to the ground,
expressed in theit1accelerometer frame, are denoted a,x, and a,z.These
components of the acceleration of a sensor point are related to the acceleration of
sensor point expressed in the rocket body frame through a simple transformation
defined previously.
Ia,
}
1ax,,1
=[Tay
,i= 1,2,3 (4.17)
L az
J
By expressing acceleration of individual sensors in terms of the body
acceleration at the IMU location and using relationships established in Equation
(4.17), Equations (4.14) to (4.16) can be rewritten in matrix form (4.17)
where
LX+ax+{Tay (4.18)
Ia 1Ia[1Ia 1a,,1Isgl
[3X j[ax
J[ax Laz.1, jccgj25
(1,1)TAI (1,2)TA! (1,3)1
[TAI
TA2 (1,1)TA2 (1,2)TA2 (1,3)
TA3 (1,1)TA3 (1,2)TA3(1,3)]
[CIAYTAI (2,1)CITA! (2,2)CI'TAI (2,3)1
1Ai_I CAYiI-2Y
AT (2,1)CyTA2(2,2) A2 CYTA2(2,3)
[CTA3(2,1)CTA3(2,2)
AT(2,3)] 3yA3
CTAI (3,1)ClTAL (3,2) Cj4TAI (3,3)
[T]=CTA2(3,l)CTA2(3,2)CTA2(3,3)
CTAi(3,1)CTA3(3,2)CTA3(3,3)
Signals from the rate gyroscopes also contain noise, bias, and cross axis
sensitivity in addition to recording the actual angular rate at the sensor location.
Thus, the output of each single axis rate gyroscope in the IMU is given in
Equations (4.19).
=+ + a+ w. C +w1 C1' (4.19)
02X = (O+W +W2x +W2yC2 +W2zC (4.20)
c03X(°IX +W3)( +CO3X +W3yCl,+W3C (4.21)
In Equations (4.19) through (4.21), wrepresents sensor noise of the ii"
gyroscope which is modeled as an independent Gaussian random variable,w
represents bias of theigyroscope which is assumed constant throughout a
trajectory, Crepresents theis,cross axis sensitivity of the
thgyroscope, while
Crepresent the Kcross axis sensitivity of thegyroscope. Both cross axissensitivity constants are assumed to be constant throughout a trajectory.The
component of the gyro of
thsensor point with respect to the ground, expressed in
the
thgyro frame, are denotedWix,wjy, and w,z. These components of the angular
velocity of a sensor point are related to the angular velocity of sensor point
expressed in the rocket body frame through a simple transformation defined
previously.
[P
w, =[T}q ,i=l,2,3 (4.22)
iZ [r
By expressing angular velocity of individual sensors in terms of the body
angular velocity at the IMU location using relationships established in Equation
(4.22), Equations (4.19) to (4.21) can be rewritten in matrix form (4.23).
where
1
= co+ + [TG }q
3X '03X Lr
[TG]=[T]+[Ty]+[Tz]
[TGI(l,l)
TGI(l,2)TGI(1,3)l
ITG
S TG2 (1,1)TG2(1,2)TG2(1,3)
TGI(l,l)TGI(1,2)TG3(l,3)j
rGT(2,1)CGTGI(2,2) L1yIGI jGp (2,3)1
G1
mGi_I
CAYiIt-2Y1G2 (2,1)GT(22)rGT(2,3) t2YlG2
Gp(2,1)GT(22)
L '-3Y1G3 CGP (2,3)] 3Y1G3
(4.23)27
CTGl(3,l)CTGl(3,2)CTGl(3,3)
[T]= CZTG2 (3,1)CZTG2 (3,2)CZTG2 (3,3)
CTG3(3,l)CTG3(3,2)CTGi(3,3)
In a practical setting, sensor noise cannot be estimated. The bias and the
crossaxissensitivitycan,however,beapproximated from manufacturer
specifications and preflight testing.Therefore, the model equations for the
accelerometer readings and the gyroscope readings are derived in Equation (4.24)
and (4.25).
(1a111a1 I-sgl
aV
s,i I=frA1Ha2x x (4.24)
zJ LLJ
[axjJccgj
ii (1o5111a1
qfrG1 02X (4.25)
H [3J L
where fr'AIITTG j â,are approximated from manufacturer specifications.
4.2 Unconventional Acceleration and An2ular Velocity Measurement
This section describes development of a general technique to estimate body
frame components of angular velocity and acceleration of a rigid body using
triaxial acceleration measurements which is free from numerical integration and its
inherent drift errors. An error analysis is conducted to establish how acceleration
measurements errors propagate into angular rate estimation errors.Using a
realistic direct fire atmospheric rocket trajectory, angular rates and accelerations
are estimated with clusters of accelerometers placed on the skin of the rocket.A1
Practical issues such as the required number of sensors, sensor arrangement, data
fusion, and quantization errors are addressed.
4.2.1Three Tn-axial Accelerometer Algorithm for Determining Angular
Velocity and Angular Acceleration
Consider Figure 4.2 that shows three triaxial accelerometers mounted
arbitrarily on a rigid body. The accelerometers are located at points , ,and
The computational plane is defined as the plane formed by the sensor location
points ,/i,and .
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Figure 4.2 General Sensor Configuration
The computational frame, C, is aligned with the computational plane but is
co-located with the body reference frame, B. Figure 4.3 details the geometry of
the computational plane.Jc
x
X1
Figure 4.3 Computational Plane Geometry
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It is assumed that the position of each sensor is known in the body frame.
Using this data, the unit vectors of the computational frame are determined. The
unit vector 1is parallel to the distance vector fromto/3while the K axis
is perpendicular to the computational plane and the unit vector Jcompletes the
right-handed triad. Using these definitions, an orthogonal transformation from the
body frame to the computational frame can be formed. The difference in the linear
acceleration of two points fixed on a rotating body reference frame with respect to
inertial reference frame is given by Equation (4.26),
afill 0B/I+,,x) (4.26)
where, B//is the angular acceleration ofBwith respect to the initial reference
frame,' B/Iis the angular velocity of the body reference frameBwith respect
to the inertial reference frame I, and is the distance vector fromto /3.
Measure numbers with a tilde symbol (-) refer to the computation frame while
those without refer to the body frame.30
Application of Equation (4.26) to body point combinations q ,z
and /i generates three sets of equations which are concatenated into matrix
form as shown in Equations (4.27) through (4.30).
A=MR
'X Xc
A = â'. I
Zfl Zq,a 1Zc
(4.27)
iixx _Zixp
(4.28)
a.zxa
22 ä+7
M= ã+ 2_72ã+7 (4.29)
ã+q22
X1+X2X1 X2
R= 0 (4.30)
0 0 0
Unfortunately, the distance matrixRis singular due to the fact that any two
of the three distance vectors can be either added or subtracted to obtain the third
vector. For three non colinear points, the distance matrix has rank two.Asshown
by Equation (4.31), if the kinematic equations are written in the computational
frame as shown above, the generalized inverse allows the first two columns ofMto
be reconstructed.
100
RR1=0 10
000
(4.31)31
The property given in Equation (4.31) is not unique to the computational
frame as defined above. Any computational frame with one axis perpendicular to
the plane formed by the three points that locate the accelerometers will permit two
of the columns of M to be reconstructed. Multiplication of Equation (4.27) by R'
yields Equation (4.32).
M11M120
AR' = M21M220
M31M320
(4.32)
Using sensor position and accelerometer measurement data, Equation (4.32)
provides a method to compute the first two columns of the matrix of unknowns,
M,and as such furnishes six equations. WhileMconsists of nine elements, the
matrix is generated with six parameters that appear in a non-linear manner. The
solution of these equations is given by Equations (4.33) through (4.38).
=SIGN/--[(M11 _M,2)+.J(M _M22)2+(M1,+M21)2] (4.33)
=SIGNj-'_[(M22-M)+1(M1,-M2,)2 +(M,,+M21] (4.34)
7=SIGNj_[(M11+M22)-I-j(M -M,2+(M1,+M21 (4.35)
i(M1,-M22
a=-SIGNSiGNF-(MI2 +M2j_M22[M22-M11
+(MI,+M2
(4.36)32
= SIGN7SIGN-(M, +M71 -M M1 -M7, +
-M2,2
-M1(4.37)
2 y+(M2+M2)-
a =--(i, -M12) (4.38)
Where SIGN, SIGN, andSIGN7are the algebraic signs of , ,and ,
respectively. The kinematic formulas cannot isolate the algebraic signs of , ,
and 7. To see this fact, note that if , ,and 7 is a solution to Equation (4.27),
then , ,and7 must also be a solution as the M matrix is identical in both
cases. Thus, two valid solutions to this inverse problem exist.
4.2.2 More Than Three Triaxial Accelerometers Clusters for Determining
Angular Velocity and Angular Acceleration
When more than three non coplanar triaxial accelerometers are employed,
thereis no need to transform the geometric and measurement data toa
computational plane since the distance matrix R is full rank. The distance matrix
will be full rank provided at least four of the points in the cluster are non coplanar.
In this case, all three columns of M can be completely reconstructed directly in the
body reference frame. If n body point combinations are generated, then application
of Equation (4.26) generates n columns of data in the acceleration matrix A and the
distance matrix R. Equations (4.39) through (4.44) provide the solution formulas.
P=SIGNj[(M11-M22)+j(M1,M22)2 +(M12+M21)2] (439)
q=SIGN![(M22_M11)+.j(M11M27)2 +(M12+M21)2] (4.40)33
= SIGI_[(M+M22)+j (M11 M22 )2+ (M12 + M71
)2]
(4.41)
a=_(M32 M23) (4.42)
a=(M13M31) (4.43)
az = J-(M2,M12) (4.44)
whereSIGN,SIGNq, andSIGN,-are the algebraic signs of p,q,and r, respectively.
Like the three triaxial cluster case, two valid solutions are possible
depending on the algebraic sign of p,q,and r. Notice that the angular acceleration
components can be directly computed without knowledge of the algebraic sign of
the angular velocity components whereas in the three point case,0xand y
required knowledge of the algebraic sign.
4.2.3 Algebraic Sign Determination
Successofboth estimation algorithms discussed above fundamentally relies
on knowledge of thealgebraicsign of the angular velocity components.
Regrettably, Equation(4.27)has no means to distinguish between the two possible
solutions.Additional auxiliary conditions or information must be introduced for
this specific purpose.For sensor clusters using more than three non coplanar
points, knowledge of the algebraic sign of one of the angular velocity components
is sufficient to establish the remaining algebraic signs. In a practical setting this is
often the case as gun riffling or fin cant tend to produce very predictable roll rate
time histories which are typically positive or negative over the duration of flight.34
With a fully reconstructedMmatrix, products of angular velocity components can
be readily formed.
qr =..(M32 + M,3) (445)
pr =-2-(M11 + M31) (4.46)
pq=i(M21 +M12) (4.47)
For example, if the roll rate algebraic sign is known to be positive at some
time instant from an external sensor and the sum ofM12 + M21is negative, then
SIGNqmust be negative. This logic can be used to establish the algebraic sign of
the yaw rate as well. When the minimum set of three triaxial accelerometers is
employed in a sensor cluster, if SIGNis known thenSIGNqcan be inferred and
visa-versa. However,SIGN,.must be established independently.
If the algebraic sign of select components of angular velocity are not known
then previous recent states of the body can be used to estimate the algebraic sign at
a particular time instant. Denotex,Xq, andXras sequences of previous values
of p. q, andr,respectively.Furthermore, denote &, and5Xras the
maximum expected change ofp, q,and rduring a given time interval. If
SJGN(Max(x) + &c) = SIGN(Min(x) then the algebraic sign ofX,is equal to
the algebraic sign of p. Similar arguments apply toqand r.This techniques
must be initialized with the correct algebraic sign and can fail to predict an
algebraic sign estimate if all components of angular velocity are near zero. Once
this condition is encountered, the algebraic signs must be reset by an external
means. Other techniques based on numerically integrating the angular acceleration
estimates can also be utilized.These methods have the disadvantage ofoccasionally incorrectly predicting the algebraic sign and subsequently lock-in on
the incorrect algebraic sign.
4.3 Measurement Error Sensitivity Analysis
Noisy accelerometer signals induce two distinct types of errors, namely,
errors in the magnitude of the angular rate and acceleration components as well as
errors in the algebraic sign of the angular rates. Here, we only consider magnitude
errors. In the analysis to follow, it will be convenient to express the algorithm in a
vector format.The outputs of the algorithm are the angular velocity and
acceleration components expressed in the body frame which are placed in the
vector Y as shown in Equation (4.48).
Y=[pqra aj (4.48)
The input, U, to the algorithm consists of acceleration measurements.
T U=[a, azq, aZf3axzaya] (4.49)
The algorithm maps U to Y through a nonlinear operator,F.
Y = F(U) (4.50)
The solution to Equation (4.50) can be approximated locally about Y0and
U0using a Taylor series retaining only the linear term, to provide a relationship
between measurement and estimation errors.where
36
5Y=G.5U (4.51)
G = (4.52)
The matrixGrepresents the sensitivity of computed angular velocities and
acceleration components to errors in the input accelerometers.Note that the
sensitivity matrix,G,is a non linear function of accelerometer and geometric
parameters.This implies the sensitivity,G,is a function of the instantaneous
angular rates, Yo, and accelerations,U0,as well as the sensor geometric location.
Consider a set of accelerometers where each of the nine measured
acceleration components has noise superimposed.If each noise source is
independent and all noise sources have the sameRMSvalue, theRMSerror of the
i" output is given by Equation (4.53).
RMS
=IG 2
RMSU 1=1
(4.53)
Equation (4.53) furnishes an expression for the sensitivity of estimated
angular velocity and acceleration component perturbations to accelerometer noise.
In a practical setting,RMSvalues for accelerometer noise are known from
manufacturer specifications and control system designers or system annalists
require prescribed levels of fidelity in estimated angular velocity and acceleration
components. Equation (4.53) provides a link between these two quantities.
In order to investigate acceleration measurement error propagation through
the estimation algorithm, consider a typical direct fire atmospheric rocket which is
150 cm in length and has a diameter of 7.0 cm. Acceleration data is recorded at37
three points on the rocket. The projectile body axis is defined such that the'Baxis
emanates from the mass center of the projectile and points toward the nose. The
,j8and Kfi axes form an orthogonal set.
Three accelerometer geometric configurationsare examined.These
configurations are designated as "L", "T" and "0". The baseline L configuration is
formed by mounting an accelerometer along each of the body frame axes. Each
triaxial accelerometer is aligned with the body frame. The baseline T configuration
consists of two sensors mounted along the'Baxis and one accelerometer mounted
along the Baxis.Configuration 0 employs two accelerometers mounted on
opposite ends of theKBaxis and one accelerometer on theBaxis.In the trade
study results to follow, all configurations are altered by rotating the accelerometers
along the'Baxis through the angle 0 which in effect rotates the computational
plane.However, the triaxial accelerometers remain aligned with the body axis.
Each configuration is pictured in Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6.BODY B
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Figure 4.4 Configuration L.BODY B
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Figure 4.5 Configuration T.
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Figure 4.6 Configuration 0.
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For the representation of results shown here we shall consider a long
slender rigid body with nominal accelerometer mounting positions:aL= 0.85 m,bL
= 0.034 m,CL= 0.034 m, aT = 0.85 m,bT= 0.55 m,CT= 0.034 m, ao = 0. 034 m,
= 0. 034 m,c0= 0.034 m.Furthermore, for all results shown the nominal
angular acceleration components are zero.Figure 4.7 shows the error sensitivity
ratio for configuration L as a function of rigid body roll rate and the accelerometer
constellation angle, 0. The plot is shown in polar form with roll rate from 0 to 20
r/s along the radial axis and constellation angle in the azimuthal direction.The
nominal values for angular rates and acceleration are:q = 0.0001r/s,r= 0.0001 r/s,
= a ==0.
Figure 4.7 shows that when the rigid body is rotating slowly, the error
sensitivity is greatest at zero roll rate and rapidly decays for all constellation angles.
Figure 4.8 considers the same conditions that are plotted in Figure 4.7 except the
nominal pitch and yaw rate are set to unity (q = 1 r/s,r= 1 r/s). Similar to the case
shown in Figure 4.7 the largest error sensitivity occurs when the nominal roll rate is
zero. For most constellation angles the error sensitivity decreases with increasing
roll rates. However, Figure 4.8 also shows a nonlinear ridgeline emanating from p
= 0. Figure 4.9 is similar to Figure 4.7 and 4.8 except the nominal pitch and yaw
rates are modified toq = 0r/s andr= 1.4 14 r/s. The same trends as Figure 4.8 are
seen except the ridgeline or high error sensitivity has been rotated approximately
Figure 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 show the same data as Figure 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9
except for the T configuration. When the magnitude of the angular velocity vector
is small, error sensitivity of roll rate is large and rapidly decays as p is increased for
all constellation angles 0. As shown in Figure 4.10, the error sensitivity of pitch
and yaw rates contain sharp valleys along three constellation angles. In Figure 4.11
the nominal pitch rate and yaw rates are set to unity and a ridge in the error
sensitivity ofqandris apparent.Like the L configuration the error sensitivity42
ridge rotates as a function of the nominal q and r components, as shown by
comparing Figure 4.11 and 4.12.
Figure 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 provide error sensitivity results for the 0
configuration. The error sensitivity of roll rate is largest at p = 0 and decays as p is
increased. When the pitch and yaw rates increased error sensitivity of q and r is
flat for all constellation angles and nominal roll rates. The minimum, maximum,
and average values of the error sensitivity for the L, T, and 0 configurations are
shown in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
RMSp/RMSa RMSq/RMSa RMSr/RMSa
qrate/rrate0/01/10/0/01/10/0/01/10/
(r/s) 1.414 1.414 1.414
Vlaximum (dB)52.853.552.260.977.579.260.977.547.4
Vlinimum(dB)-12.3-12.3-12.3-12.3-19.3-12.2-12.3-19.3-16.3
verage (dB)0.3-3.0-3.03.0 0.12.93.00.0-8.5
Table 4.1 Error sensitivity for L configuration.
RMSp/RMSa RMSq/RMSa RMSr/RMSa
qrate/rrate0/01/10/0/01/10/0/01/10/
(r/s) 1.414 1.414 1.414
vlaximum(dB)54.654.654.665.580.982.065.580.911.6
vlinimum (dB)-10.5-10.5-10.5-13.5-22.3-10.5-13.5-22.3-19.3
verage (dB)2.1-1.8-1.756.52.32.957.42.3-18.8
Table 4.2 Error sensitivity for T configuration43
RMSp/RMSa RMSq/RMSa RMSr/RMSa
qrate/rrate0/01/10/0/01/10/0/01/10/
(rls) 1.414 1.414 1.414
vlaximum(dB)55.054.654.684.114.612.884.114.612.8
vlinimum(dB)-11.3-15.3-15.378.69.812.878.69.812.8
verage (dB) 1.80.0-0.181.712.812.881.512.812.8
Table 4.3 Error sensitivity for 0 configuration.
The above results underline the fact that error propagation is a strong
function of the roll, pitch, and yaw rates as well as the geometric location of
sensors. In order to further investigate error propagation as a function of pitch and
yaw rates consider Figure 4.16. Figure 4.16 plots the error sensitivity of the yaw
rateqfor the L configuration as a function ofqand r for three different
constellation angles. The nominal roll rate is p = 2 r/s. A ridgeline in the error
sensitivity which goes throughq= r = 0 persists.The ridge rotates with the
constellation angle0.The algorithm yields the smallest error sensitivity to
accelerometer noise when the measured angular vectorisparalleltothe
combination of the position vectors from the origin of the body frame to all three
sensors.I
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4.4 Skin Mounted Triaxial Acceleration Measurement Sensor Fusion
The algorithms discussed above can be employed to estimate angular rates
and acceleration of a projectile with an array of sensors mounted on the skin of the
body. The sensor suite is composed ofnrings of sensors with each ring containing
msensors where the sensors in a ring are equally spaced azimuthally. A schematic
is shown in Figure 4.17.
SDDDDDDDDDDDD
Figure 4.17 Acceleration Measurement Sensor Configuration.
With a large number of triaxial acceleration measurements available,
several different options are possible to fuse the sensor data together.At one
extreme, all acceleration measurements are used to estimate the M matrix defined
above, followed by computation of theangular velocity and acceleration
components using Equations (4.39) through (4.44). At the other extreme, i groups
of three point measurements are used to calculate 1different predictions of the
angular velocity and acceleration components using Equations (4.33) through
(4.38). Median values of theIestimated parameters are used to determine the final
estimated value for a parameter.The Isensor clusters are randomly selected
except for the constraint that the distance matrix,R, is full rank.55
Figures 4.18 through 4.23 provide estimation results for a trajectory of a
generic direct fire rocket in atmospheric flight. The rocket trajectory shown in the
results to follow has been generated from a 6 degree of freedom projectile
simulation. Normally distributed random noise, with a standard deviation of 0.1
ftls2,is added to each acceleration measurement to replicate actual noisy sensors.
The signals are also quantized using 64 floating point bits to account for analog to
digital conversion (Stoer and Bulirsh, 1992).Direct fire rockets generally possess
a very predictable roll rate time history, thus the algebraic sign of the angular rates
is computed assuming the algebraic sign of roll rate is known. The angular velocity
and acceleration components are estimated using a single cluster of 80 triaxial
sensors. For this typical example, roll rate and all angular acceleration components
are estimated accurately over the entire trajectory in the presence of noise and
quantization.However, the pitch and yaw rate estimations are notably less
accurate. In particular, when pitch and yaw rate is small, the estimation errors are
relatively large.Conversely, when the pitch and yaw rates are largest, the
estimation is reasonably accurate.56
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Figure 4.23 Actual and Estimated Yaw Acceleration versus Time.62
Figures 4.24 through 4.26 investigate the errors encountered in estimating
pitch rate for different sensor configurations.For these figures, the average
absolute value of the error between the actual and estimated pitch rate over the
entire trajectory is reported.Figure 4.24 plots the average pitch rate error as a
function of the total number of sensors mounted on the projectile skin. As would
be expected, as the number of sensors in increased, either from increasing the
number of sensor rings or increasing the number of sensors per ring, pitch rate
estimation steadily improves. Figure 4.25 plots the average pitch rate error versus
the number of sensor clusters employed in the estimation process. Note that the
total number of sensors is held constant in Figure 4.25, only the manner in which
the sensor data is utilized is changed.Figure 4.25 suggests that the best sensor
fusion strategy is one sensor cluster that contains all the sensors.Thus, the
minimum error is found by utilizing all the sensor data to most accurately compute
the M matrix. The estimation algorithm tends to magnify errors. Figure 4.26 plots
the average pitch rate error versus the number of bits used when converting the
acceleration measurement data to digital form. The average pitch rate error is a
strong function of acceleration measurement quantization. Furthermore, the error
reduces sharply until 16 bits and then reduces at a lower rate as the number of bits
is further increased. For direct fire rocket applications, acceleration quantization
should be performed at no less than 16 bits.63
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LATERAL PULSE JET CONTROL LAWS
In this thesis, two different control laws are considered for application to a
direct fire rocket flight control law. The first control law algorithm seeks to track a
commanded trajectory. Pulse jet firing is based on the position error between the
commanded and IMU estimate of the actual position. The second technique is a
proportional navigation guidance flight control law modified to account for
trajectory bending due to gravity. Pulse jet firing is based on the line of sight rate
and the closing velocity.
5.1 Trajectory Tracking Flight Control System
A predetermined command trajectory is assumed to be known prior the
launch of the rocket. This command trajectory is a desired path of the rocket from
the launcher to the target. The flight control system seeks to track a pre-specified
command trajectory utilizing the control authority provided by the lateral pulse jets.
It requires two procedures in the implementation: (1) the determinationofoff-axis
trajectory tracking error and (2) the control decision using firing logic.5.1.1 Off-axis Trajectory Error
5.1.
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0
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A schematic of the flight control system block diagram is shown in Figure
Figure 5.1 Trajectory Tracking Flight Control System.
'Ye
Fe
For direct fire rockets, a command ballistic trajectory is available from the
fire control system and can be downloaded to the round just prior to launch. The
trajectory tracking flight control system first compares the measured position of the
projectile (,,2) to the commanded trajectory(XC,ycZc)to form a position error
vector in the inertial frame. The trajectory error is converted to the rocket body
frame using Equation (5.1).e cc cs sx [x
ey = SCYcY=[Bjy_ (5.1)
e cc zz
The magnitude and phase angle of the error in the off-axis plane of the
rocket are denotedFeande'and are defined by Equations (5.2) and (5.3),
respectively. The error magnitude is used in the firing decision and the error phase
angle is used in the selection of pulse jet to be fired.
Fe=tjey+e (5.2)
Ye=tan(e/e) (5.3)
5.1.2 Control Firing Logic
A schematic diagram of the lateral pulse jet firing logic is given in Figure
5.2.Window Size
Fe
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Figure 5.2 it' Individual Lateral Pulse Jet Firing Logic.
At each computation cycle in the flight control system, a sequence of
checks are conducted that govern firing of individual lateral pulse jets.The
conditions that must be satisfied for an individual lateral pulse jet to fire are as
follows.
A) The magnitude of the off-axis trajectory tracking error must be greater than a
specified distance, namelytracking window size, eTHRES.
Fe >eTHRES (5.4)70
B) The time elapsed since the last lateral pulse jet firing must be greater than a
specified duration. This condition implies a specified delay time between two
consecutive firings is necessary.
where
t-t >Atrits (5.5)
Time of the most recent jet firing.
C) The projected angle between the trajectory tracking error and the individual
pulse jet force under consideration is less than a specified angle.
AI
Jj YeYe <8THRES (5.6)
D) The individual pulse jet under consideration has not been fired.
The first two checks are valid for all lateral pulse jets while the last two
checks are specific to a given lateral pulse jet. The flight control system contains
only three parameters that must be tuned to a specific application, the tracking error
window size(eTHRES), the required elapsed time between pulse jet firings (AtTHRES),
and the angle tolerance between the tracking error and the individual pulse jet force
(THRES).
5.2 Parabolic Proportional Navi2ation Guidance Law
Proportional Navigation Guidance (PNG) technique is well known in
tactical and strategic missile design since World War II (Zarchan, 1990). PNG
issues command accelerations that are calculated instantaneously during flight to a71
target. Consider a line of sight (LOS) that is always directed from the missile to the
target. The determined command accelerations are proportional to the LOS angular
rate, 2, and the missile closing velocity, V. Mathematically the guidance law can
be stated as shown in Equation (5.7).
A = N'V2 (5.7)
In Equation (5.7)N'is the unitless proportional navigation constant that is
typically chosen between 3 to 5 (Zarchan, 1990).
5.2.1 Horizontal Plane Guidance Law
Consider point P and T in a horizon plane as shown in Figure 5.3. Point P
represents a moving projectile that is fired from a launcher towards a target at point
T. The position of the target with respect to the inertial reference frame is defined
by Equation (5.8)
ii TARGET
Figure 5.3 Line of Sight Frame Configuration.FT/I =XTII +YTJJ +zTKI
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(5.8)
The magnitude of the distance from the projectile to the target that is
projected on a horizontal plane is given by Equation(5.9).
RpT -.j(x + (YT S')2 (5.9)
where the position of the projectile is the IMU estimation and is given by
F. =iI1 + S'J1 + K1.
The LOS frame(IL.L'KL)is defined with its origin at point P. The'L
unit vector lies along the horizontal plane projection of the line between the
projectile and the target. The Lunit vector lies on the horizontal plane and the
KLpoints down toward the Earth's center. The relationship between the inertial
reference frame and the LOS frame is given by a rotation matrix defined by
Equation(5.10),
I i1[c sA011 'L
1 1 'L 1
j, CAøj =[T'J
I
(5.10) L Li)L
[K1J[o 0l][Kj [KU
where the LOS angle ..% is determined by Equation(5.11).
2tan1[YT
_Y
XT_XJ
(5.11)The time derivative of Equation (5.11) provides the rate of change of 2.
(RpTY
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(5.12)
Equation (5.12) has been simplified with the assumption that the target is
stationary. The horizontal acceleration command magnitude is given by Equation
(5.13).
Ayc=N'AUL (5.13)
UL C S0 .
VL= s2 cA09 (5.14)
WL 0 0 12
Figure 5.4 shows the flight control system block diagram of the horizontal
guidance law.74
Figure 5.4 Proportional Navigation Guidance Law for the Horizontal Flight
Control.75
5.2.2 Vertical Plane Guidance Law
A parabolic guidance law is considered in the determination of command
acceleration in the vertical LOS plane to compensate the weight force of the rocket.
A desired parabolic trajectory is continuously updated during the flight. Figure 5.5
shows the desired parabolic trajectory that is also described by Equation (5.15)
(Calise and El-Shirbiny, 2001).
where
PROJEC'
IT
VP/I
Figure 5.5 Parabolic trajectory in the LOS frame.
=+ K+ K22 (5.15)
-. 4 4components of the projectile position and the target position
that are defined in a target frame(IT' J KT).TheKTaxis
crosses the target point. The vectors IandKTare parallel but
in opposite directions to'LandKL.
K1, K2 parabolic constants.76
The desired flight path angle, ,is determined by Equation (5.16).
tan(yD)=L'_=K +2K2Rp>T (5.16)
One parabolic constant is determined by forcing the parabolic trajectory
passes through both the position of the projectile and the position of the target. The
other parabolic trajectory constant is computed by specifying the terminal flight
path angle. The terminal flight path angle occurs when the projectile impacts the
target and can be determined using available command ballistictrajectory
calculated prior the launch.
K1=tan(F) (5.17)
K2(KlRpT+Tp) (5.18)
RpT
The guidance command accelerationinthevertical LOS planeis
determined by Equation (5.19).Figure 5.6 shows the diagram of the vertical
guidance law.
where
V() (5.19) I1zc
VLMagnitude of the projectile velocity in the LOS frame.
yFlight path angle of the projectile velocity in the LOS frame.
Acceleration command time constant.xl
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Figure 5.6 Parabolic Proportional Navigation Guidance Law for the Vertical
Control.
The acceleration command in the LOS frame is given in Equation (5.20).It
is transformed to the body reference frame using sequences of rotations shown in
Equation (5.21).
sin(y)
ACL =
Acos(y)
(5.20)1Ax81
A
_[,rBJ,rIlA (5.21) 1LYCL
A
The off-axis command acceleration is then decomposed into the magnitude
and phase angle using Equations (5.22) and (5.23).
FACjAy2+Az2 (5.22)
YAC-tanu1'A,/
A (5.23)
YCH)
The implementation of the guidance law to the lateral pulse jet controller
requires modification of the conditions A) and C) in the control firing logic
(Section 5.1.2) to the following statements:
A) Magnitude of the off-axis command acceleration must be greater than a
threshold acceleration, aTHRES.
AC> aTURES (5.24)
B) The time elapsed since the last lateral pulse jet firing must be greater
than a specified duration, &THRES. This condition implies a specified
delay time between two consecutive firings is necessary.
where
tt >AtTHREs
Time of the most recent jet firing.
(5.5)79
C) Projected angle between the off axis command acceleration and the
individual pulse jet force under consideration is less than a specified
angle,THRES
lAGYAC <8THRES (5.25)
whereACis the time derivative of thec.
D) The individual pulse jet under consideration has not been fired.
The diagram of the parabolic propotional navigation guidance control firing
logic is shown in Figure 5.7.Threshold acceleration
['AC
03,
'YAC
LJ
AC
Figurei' Individual Lateral Pulse Jet Firing Logic.F:'
5.3 Comparison of Control Laws
To investigate the ability of a lateral pulse jet ring to reduce impact point
dispersion, the equations of motion described above are numerically integrated
using an adaptive step-size Runge-Kutta algorithm. The rocket configuration used
in the simulation study to follow is a representative direct fire rocket that is a 1.4 m
long, fin stabilized rocket with three pop out fins on the rear of the round. The
lateral pulse jet ring is located 1.16 m from the base of the rocket. The main rocket
motor bums for 1.12 sec and imparts an impulse to the rocket of 6,212 N-s. During
the main rocket motor burn, the forward velocity of the rocket is increased from
43.7 mIs to 767.5 mIs. The rocket weight, mass center location from the base of
the rocket, roll inertia, and pitch inertia before and after bum is 10.4/7.21 kg,
0.85/0.86 m, 0.0077/0.0058 kg m2, and 1.83/1.61 kg m2, respectively. Nominally,
the rocket exits the launcher with the following initial conditions:x=0.0 m,v =0.0
m, z =-30.5 m, 0 =0.0 deg, 6=4.14 deg, y =0.0 deg,u=43.7 mIs,v=0.0 mIs,
w=O.11 mis, p=5l.5 radis, q-O.l8 radis, and r0.Oradis.
Figures 5.8 through 5.16 compare uncontrolled and controlled trajectories
for the example rocket configuration against a nominal command trajectory which
is the desired path of the rocket. The rocket is launched at an altitude of 30 m
toward a target on the ground with altitude and cross range equal zero at a range of
3000 m. The ring contains 32 individual lateral pulse jets where each individual
pulse jet imparts an impulse of 10 N-s on the projectile body over a time duration
of 0.01 sec. The pulse jet elapsed time threshold is set to 0.2 sec. The pulse jet
angle threshold is set to 0.2 deg.For the controlled rocket with the trajectory
tracking flight control system the window size is 1.5 m. The controlled rocket with
a proportional navigation flight control system has a window size setting of 6m/s2.
These numbers are determined to be optimal numbers from trade studies where
impact point dispersion was minimized. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 plot rocket altitudeand cross range versus range.At the target range of 3000 m, the uncontrolled
rocket altitude error is slightly greater than 40 m while the cross range error is more
than 100 m.Compared to the uncontrolled trajectory, the controlled rocket
trajectory follows the commanded trajectory well for both control algorithms, with
an impact error on the order of a couple meters. The off axis trajectory tracking
error of the rocket with the trajectory tracking system, Fe, is plotted in Figure 5.10.
While the uncontrolled rocket trajectory error is greater than 100 m, the trajectory
tracking error for the lateral pulse jet controlled rocket remains under 3 m for the
entire flight. The off axis commanded acceleration that is issued in the rocket with
the proportional navigation guidance system is shown in Figure 5.11.The
sequences of lateral pulse jet firing times in the trajectory tracking controlled rocket
and the parabolic PNG controlled rocket are depicted in Figure 5.12. Nineteen of
the possible 32 lateral pulse jets are fired in this particular example. Notice that
pulses are fired at a rate that does not exceed 0.2 sec. The minimum required time
between successive pulses,AtTHRES,is an important design parameter of the flight
control system. If&THRESis set too low, the rocket does not have sufficient time to
respond and many pulses will be fired, tending to over compensate for trajectory
errors. On the other hand, if&THRESis set too high, then only a small number of
pulses can possibly be fired and control authority is wasted.In this instance,
trajectory tracking will tend to build without pulse jet corrective action. The roll
angle time history is shown in Figure 5.13 and it is seen that the roll response is
essentially unaffected by the action of the lateral pulse jets as both the controlled
and uncontrolled roll angle time histories are approximately equal. A comparison
of pitch attitude for the uncontrolled and controlled trajectories is provided in
Figure 5.14.While the nominal and uncontrolled trajectories show a steady
decrease in pitch attitude as the rocket flies down range, the controlled trajectory
shows oscillatory response due to the firing of pulse jets.Total pitch angle
excursions of greater than 2 degrees are experienced toward the end of the
trajectory.Similar oscillations are seen in the yaw angle time history shown inFigure 5.15. The aerodynamic angle of attack of the nominal, uncontrolled, and
controlled cases are shown in Figure 5.16.While the angle of attack for the
nominal and uncontrolled cases remains relatively small and under 2 deg, the action
of pulse jets induces angles of attack greater than 7 deg near the target.
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CHAPTER 6
PARAMETRIC STUDY OF CONTROL MECHANISM
AND EFFECT OF SENSOR ERROR
6.1 Parametric Trade Study of Control Mechanism
The initial state of the rocket as it exits the launcher and enters free flight
can be viewed as a random process. The random nature of the initial free flight
state stems from many effects but perhaps most notably from launcher and rocket
manufacturing tolerances combined with resulting launcher and rocket vibration.
Random perturbations in initial free flight conditions creates target dispersion.
Furthermore, for direct fire rockets, perturbations in initial off axis angular rates
have been found to significantly contribution to the impact point error budget
(Carter, Chase, and Whiteside, 1994; Bellamy, Chase, and Whiteside, 1995).
Consider a rocket that exists the launcher with the following initial
conditions,x=0.0 m, y =0.0 m, z =-30.5 m,=0.0 deg, 6=4.14 deg, ip =0.0 deg,
u=43.7 mis,v=O.Omis, w=O.11 mis, p=51.5 rad/s, q-O.l8 radls, and r=O.O
radls. This rocket creates a trajectory directed to a target at 3000 m downrange, 0
m altitude and 0 m cross range. However perturbations on the initial pitch and yaw
rates results in scatter of impact points about the target.Figure 6.1 illustrates
impact points at a target range of 3000 m for the uncontrolled and controlled direct93
fire rocket configurations with a sample size of 200 dispersions where the initial
pitch rate and yaw rate are independent gaussian random variables.The mean
value for pitch and yaw rate is 0. 18 rad/sec and 0 rad/sec, respectively.The
standard deviation for both pitch and yaw rate is 0.3 radlsec. The dispersion radius
is defined as the radius of a circle that emanates from the mean impact point and
contains 67% of the impact points. The mean miss distance is the magnitude of the
distance from the mean impact point to the target. The large circle in Figure 6.1 is
the dispersion radius for the uncontrolled case which is equal to 149.9 m while the
dispersion radius for the trajectory tracking controlled rocket configured with 32
lateral pulse jets, 5 N-s impulse each, and 1.5 m tracking window size, is 1.4 m and
is not noticeable on the figure.E
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Figure 6.1 Impact Point Dispersion (Perturbed Initial Pitch and Yaw Rate).The parametric study goal is to understand the effect of three control
parameters; magnitude of the pulse jet impulse, the number of pulse jets, and the
tracking window size, to the dispersion radius of the controlled rocket. Figures 6.2
through 6.4 show the relationship between dispersion radius, mean miss distance,
number of pulse jets on the ring, and individual pulse jet impulse for three different
trajectory tracking window sizes of 0.3 m, 1.5 m, and 3.0 m. As the number of
individual pulse jets is increased, the total impulse contained in the pulse jet ring is
increased. In the mean miss distance plots, the trajectory tracking window size is
shown as a constant dashed line. When the impulse for the individual lateral pulse
jets is small, dispersion radius is steadily reduced as the number of pulse jets or the
jet impulse is increased. By viewing Figures 6.2 through 6.4, it is seen that the 1
N-s impulse is underpowered for the rocket. When the individual lateral pulse jet
impulse is relatively large, adding more pulse jets can actually increase the mean
miss distance. For a small tracking window size and large impulse, the dispersion
radius oscillates as the total number of jets is increased.In this case, the lateral
pulse jet impulse is so large compared to the trajectory tracking error that firing a
particular pulse jet tends to over correct the tracking error leading to larger target
dispersion.In these cases, the pulse jets are overpowered for the tracking error
they seek to maintain. By contrasting Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 for a given pulse jet
configuration, dispersion is generally reduced as the tracking window size is
reduced.The exception to this rule is high impulse jets which do not show a
definite trend due to the overshoot problem mentioned above.20
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Figure 6.3 Dispersion Radius and Mean of Miss Distance versus Number of Pulse
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Figure 6.4 Dispersion Radius and Mean of Miss Distance versus Number of Pulse
Jets and Pulse Jets Impulse for Trajectory Tracking Window Size of 3.0
m.Figure 6.5 shows the relationship between dispersion radius, mean miss
distance, number of pulse jets on the ring, and the total ring impulse for a trajectory
tracking window size of 1.5 m. Each line on the figure represents lines of constant
total ring impulse. For these traces, as the number of lateral pulse jets on the ring
is increased, the impulse for an individual lateral pulse jet decreases proportionally
so the total ring impulse remains constant. For relatively low total ring impulse, a
single lateral pulse jet yields the lowest dispersion radius. The reason for this trend
is that the effectiveness of a pulse jet on the trajectory decreases sharply as the
projectile flies down range.Hence, a comparatively large and early trajectory
correction provides more of an impact point modification than two pulses, each of
half impulse strength, where one of the pulses occurs farther down range. As the
total impulse on the ring is increased, the minimum dispersion radius is decreased.
For relatively large total ring impulse, an optimum number of individual lateral
pulse jets exists for a given trajectory tracking window size. In the example shown
in Figure 6.5, a total ring impulse of 16 N-s split into 4 individual lateral pulse jets
provides the optimum dispersion reduction. Figure 6.6 plots the dispersion radius
versus the number of pulse jets for three different trajectory tracking window sizes.
The total ring impulse for all data on the chart is 80 N-s. A single impulse
increases the dispersion radius for trajectory tracking window sizes of 1.5 m and
3.0 m. This figure underlines the importance of properly selecting the number of
pulse jets and the pulse jet impulse for a particular accuracy design requirement.
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 plot dispersion radius as a function of the atmospheric
wind angle for the uncontrolled and controlled rocket configurations, respectively.
An atmospheric wind angle of 0 deg corresponds to a direct head wind whereas an
angle of 180 deg represents a directtailwind.The uncontrolled rocket
configuration is insensitive to direct head and tail winds as in these cases the rocket
range is predominantly effected. On the other hand, side winds induce dispersion
over 130 m.The controlled rocket configuration successfully suppresses
dispersion to under 6 m for all wind directions.100
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6.2 Comparison of Control Algorithms
Figure 6.9 presented the relationship between the dispersion radius, the mean
miss distance and the number of pulse jets of controlled rockets using the trajectory
tracking method and the parabolic PNG scheme. Both systems are equipped with
the identical pulse jet configuration of 5 N-s impulse. The tracking window size of
1.5 m is chosen for the trajectory tracking system while the acceleration threshold
of 6.0rn/sec2are optimized for the parabolic PNG system.For both control
schemes the dispersion radius of the controlled rockets reduces as the number of
pulse jets increases. The parabolic PNG induces slightly better dispersion radius
reduction than the trajectory tracking control system in the region of high number
of pulse jets.However, the trajectory tracking system reduces more dispersion
radius when small number of pulse jets is used. In the lower plot in Figure 6.9 the
mean miss distance of the controlled rockets increases in the region of low number
of rockets. This increasing of error dues to the fact that the PNG algorithm relies
on the assumption of a parabolic shape trajectory which does not accurately predict
a path of a rocket with active thrust motor. Comparatively, the trajectory tracking
system has advantage in the relatively smaller mean miss distance in all cases.1
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6.3 Effect of Sensor Errors in Control Performance
6.3.1Sensor Errors in Conventional IMU
A conventional IMU uses three accelerometers and three gyroscopes to
sense the states of the rocket for the flight control system. Noises, bias, and cross
axis sensitivity from these sensors produce errors in the measurement that reduce
the accuracy of the control unit.In the parametric study to follow, the reference
control mechanisms are configured with 5 Ns jet impulses and a 1.5 m tracking
window size. Figures 6.9 to 6.15 show the relationship between dispersion radius,
mean miss distance, and the number of pulse jets for different levels of noise, bias,
and cross axis sensitivity in the accelerometers and the gyroscopes.Each
accelerometers has Gaussian noise characteristics with 0 mean and 0.039mIs2
standard deviation, a bias of 0.98 1 mIs2, and a cross axis sensitivity of 2%. The
gyroscopes have Gaussian random noise characteristics with 0 mean and 0.01 rad/s
standard deviation, a bias of 0.01 radls and a cross axis sensitivity of 2%. The IMU
is located at 1.16 m from the projectile base on the'Baxis.
The effect of different levels of accelerometer noise on the dispersion radius
and the mean miss distance is presented in Figure 6.10.The 100% noise level
represents the baseline case described above. The 200% level indicates the actual
noise level of the accelerometer is twice the noise of the IMU used in the
calibration. The actual sensor bias and the cross axis sensitivity are identical to the
calibration setting of the IMU. The noise at all levels induces little effect on the
dispersion radius.However, mean miss distance increases with an increasing
number of pulse jets when noise is present.Figure 6.11 shows the effect of
accelerometer bias on dispersion radius and mean miss distance.The incorrect
determination of the accelerometer cross axis sensitivity causes the higher mean
miss distance in the results as shown in Figure 6.12.2(
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Figure 6.12 Effect of Accelerometer Cross Axis Sensitivity on Conventional IMU.110
The trade study results of gyroscope noises, bias, and the cross axis
sensitivity are shown in Figure 6.13, 6.14, and 6.15, respectively. The effect of
different levels of gyroscope noise on the dispersion radius and the mean miss
distance is presented in Figure 6.13. The 100% noise level represents the baseline
case described above.The 200% level indicates the actual noise level of the
gyroscope is twice the noise of the IN/lU used in the calibration. The actual sensor
bias and the cross axis sensitivity are identical to the calibration setting of the IMU.
In Figures 6.13 and 6.14 the dispersion radius reduces with increasing number of
pulse jets in the same level at different levels of noise and bias. The trends of the
mean miss distance are also closed together in all levels on noise and bias.
However the dispersion radius and mean miss distance increase as the level of the
cross axis sensitivity increases as shown in Figure 6.15.When comparing the
effect of errors in accelerometers to the effect of errors in gyroscope to the control
performance. The miss calibration of gyroscopes shows stronger error than to the
accelerometers. The dispersion radius and the mean miss distance tremendously
increase with incorrect setting of the cross axis sensitivity in the IMU.It can be
concluded that performance of the control system is more sensitive to the
measurement of angular rates than to the measurement of linear acceleration.E 15C
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Figure 6.15 Effect of Gyroscope Cross Axis Sensitivity on Conventional IMU.114
6.3.2Sensor Errors in the Unconventional IMU
Using Three Triaxial Accelerometer
The algorithm for determining angular rates using three non-coplanar
triaxial accelerometers is governed to function as gyroscopes in the IMU. These
accelerometers are located in L configuration as described in Section 4.3.In the
study, the algebraic sign determination does not apply to the algorithm, thus the
signs of p,q,r are assumed to be known.The manufacturer values of the
accelerometernoise,bias,and crossaxissensitivityareidenticaltothe
accelerometers used in the parametric study of a conventional IMU. Figure 6.16
represents the relationship between the dispersion radius, the mean miss distance
and the number of pulse jetsat different levels of noise.The effects of
accelerometer bias and cross axis sensitivity are shown in Figure 6.17 and 6.18,
respectively. By comparing the dispersion radius decreasing trends among Figures
6.16, 6.17, and 6.18, the dispersion radius decreases with increasing number of
pulse jets at all levels of noise and bias but at increasing level.This implies that
dispersion radius is less sensitive to the accelerometer noise. However, the mean
miss distance increases with increasing number of pulse jets when noisy
accelerometers are used.The bias and cross axis sensitivity errors provide
increasing in the dispersion radius and the mean miss distance. These error trends
are expected, since the accelerometers function as gyroscopes in this estimation
method.115
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Figure 6.17 Effect of Accelerometer Bias on Three Triaxial Accelerometer Method.117
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6.3.3Sensor Errors in the Unconventional IMU
Using Skin Mounted Sensor Fusion Algorithm
An array of 32 triaxial accelerometers, configured in 4 sensor rings with 8
accelerometers on each ring are mounted on the surface near the nose of the rocket.
The first ring is 0.762 m from the rear end. Each ring are separated by 76.2 mm.
The angular rates are determined using algorithm described in Section 4.4. In the
determination of the acceleration at the IMU location, a set of accelerometers at the
IMU point is calculated from each individual accelerometer. The averaged number
from this set is then used in the IMU equation. The results from Figure 6.19, 6.20,
and 6.21 show that the dispersion radius is sensitive to accelerometer noise, bias
and the cross axis sensitivity. The dispersion radius and the mean miss distance
increase as accelerometer noise increases. This increasing level is higher than in
the three points method. However, when considering the effect of errors in the
cross axis sensitivity, the mean miss distance increasing level in the sensor fusion
method is less than in the three points method. It should be noted that the sensors in
this algorithm resemble the 0 configuration mentioned in Section 4.3.The
extensive study in Section 4.3 concludes that this configuration yields higher
sensitive to the noise than those with the T and L configurations.119
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Figure6.21Effect of Accelerometer Cross Axis Sensitivity in Skin Mounted
Sensor Fusion Method.CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Conclusions
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A Flight control consisting of a lateral pulse jet control mechanism coupled
to a flight control law and sensor suite is developed for a direct fire atmospheric
rocket.Substantial reduction in impact point dispersion and inaccuracy of the
controlled rocket is demonstrated using six degree of freedom model.
In designing the pulse jet control mechanism with a trajectory tracking
control law, the tracking window size must be carefully selected in concert with the
jet magnitude and number of pulse jets. A certain amount of individual pulse jet
impulse amplitude is required in order to reduce the dispersion radius sufficiently.
However, if the pulse jet impulse is too big and the tracking window size is
improperly selected, the fired pulse jet will over correct the trajectory.The
developed trajectory tracking control law and the considered parabolic and
proportional navigation guidance law perform suitably with the lateral pulse jet
control mechanism.The parabolic and proportional navigation provides least
dispersion radius when large number of pulse jet is used. However, it increases the
mean miss distance when small amount of pulse jets is configured on the rocket.
The trajectory tracking control law consisting generates impact patterns nearly
centered to the target in all range of the pulse jet numbers.
Sensor suite is a key component of the smart weapon control system.In
using a conventional inertial measurement unit (IMU) in the flight control system,
the control performance is more sensitive to the errors from gyroscopes than to the
accelerometers, especially in mean miss distance. Unlike the sensor noise and bias123
that their effects of on the dispersion radius are less severe, the errors in sensor
cross axis sensitivity contributes more effect to the control performance.
A new, unconventionalllvIUthatutilizesa combination of linear
accelerometers in the estimation of angular velocity and angular acceleration is
developed. The results are comparative to the estimation from gyroscopes. For the
case where triaxial components of linear acceleration is known at three non colinear
points, the kinematic equations must in general be transformed to a computational
plane before a useful solution is obtained.In the application of the three points
method to a skin mounted triaxial accelerometer sensor fusion, a solution is
obtained without the need to transform the kinematic equations to a computational
plane.
The sensitivity of the estimated angular rate to acceleration measurement in
the three triaxial accelerometers method reduces with increasing rocket roll rates.
This sensitivity also depends on how the accelerometers configured in the
computational plane.The L configuration provides least sensitivity among the
considered geometric configurations while worst caseisfoundinthe 0
configuration. In the skin mounted triaxial acceleration method, the most
effective method to fuse the data is with one cluster that contains all the sensors.
The use of many accelerometers fused in the estimation does not guarantee to
reduce the sensitivity of the control performance to the errors.The selection of
constellation among accelerometers in the data fusion process must be carefully
taken into account. In all method the cross axis sensitivity contributes more effect
to the control performance than the sensor noise and bias.124
7.2 Recommendations for the Future Research
The research in the pulse jet control leaves variety of area open to be
improved that includes:
A realistic model of the lateral pulse jet mechanism.Results from
aerodynamic research in the interaction of the lateral jet to high velocity
airflow should be applied to the pulse jet model, for example, the include of
jet amplification factor as a function of rocket's Mach number and angle of
attack.
2.The possibility of improving the trajectory tracking control scheme should
be explored. For example, adaptive tracking window size as a function of
rocket Mach's number and angle of attack should be applied in concert with
the realistic pulse jet amplitude model.
3.More exploration on the sensor errors to the flight control system.Miss
alignment and error in dimension of sensor locations should be included in
the analysis by studying effects of errors in the[TAI Iand[TGI]sensor
matrices in the IMU model.
4. A technique that combines knowledge from the error analysis in various
sensor configurations to the skin mounted sensor fusion should be
established. For example, the selection of accelerometer group to form the
relative acceleration matrix, A, and the relative position matrix, R, in the
sensor fusion process should be done in the L configuration manner.125
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